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Lecture topics
• Week 1. What are decisions and how should we study them?
• Week 2. Beliefs, values and decisions in an uncertain world
• Week 3. Decision heuristics and biases
• Week 4. Expert judgments and decisions
• Week 5. Group decision making
• Week 6. Social decisions and dilemmas

Review
• Our judgments and decisions are often not as good as we wish
• This is true of experts as well as non experts

• Most of our judgment and decision errors are the result four kinds of
fallibilities
• Ignorance: we lack valid and important information
• Naiveté: we lack the skills to make good use of valid and important
information
• Stupidity: we lack the time or ability to learn the skills to make good use of
valid and important information
• Motivation: we are not motivated to seek or use valid and important
information

What to do?
• How do we reduce our ignorance, naiveté, stupidity and motivation?
• knowledge: seek more valid and important information
• Examples: more scientific studies

• wisdom: educate ourselves to recognize and use valid and important information
• Eschew improper filters (e.g., prejudice) and invalid inferences (e.g., correlation is not
causation)

• ability & time: find time or smart people or smart apps to obtain knowledge and
wisdom

• Examples: select smart people to be court judges, doctors; use GPS for choosing best routes

• motivation: increase our desire to make good decisions or to avoid bad ones
• Change our criteria for what is good or bad; lower our standards

• But we might not have the time, ability or motivation to become
knowledgeable and wise about every decision situation
• Dear me. What to do?

Why not combine our individual knowledge and wisdom?
• We need to know about A, B, C, D and E to make a good decision
• I know about A and B, and I have learned what is important about
them
• You know about C, D and E and have learned what is important about
them
• So let’s meet!
• If we communicate to each other what is important, then we will both know
what is important about A, B, C, D and E in less time that learning all five on
our own

Group decision making: Highly popular
• Juries
• Panels of experts
• Committees
• Councils
• Task forces
• Teams
• Boards of directors
• Parliaments
• Family discussions
• etc.

Why so popular?
• Synergy: Assumed that more heads better than one
•
•
•
•

More alternatives generated from multiple perspectives
More possible outcomes considered
Pooling of skills, expertise, separate bits of information
Discussions to communicate multiple points of view

• Division of labour

• Many heads make light work

• Accountability: procedural justice, checks and balances on power
• Motivation not to be lazy, impulsive, capricious
• Those affected by decisions have a say in decision made – ”buy in”

• But are these advantages guaranteed by bringing people together for group
decisions?
• Heck no!
• Why not?

Conflict

Decisions and personal conflict
• “You can’t always get what you want” (Jagger & Richard, 1968)
• Almost all decisions we make are among alternatives with multiple outcomes,
some good and some bad
• Example. Desired ideal = a maintenance-free dog
• Alternative X = buy a puppy à more daily chores + food and vet bills + stained carpets
• Alternative Y = no puppy à no loving, play time, exercise, street gossip, funny stories

• Whenever this occurs, we feel conflict and its associated negative emotions
(anxiety, fear, confusion, disappointment, etc.)
• How to resolve conflict? Several ways including these
• Keep looking for alternatives closer to your ideal
• Freeze, let fate determine your choice
• Lower your standards, compromise by adjusting importances (values)

Decisions and social conflict
• At least half of the decisions we make have outcomes that affect
other people = social consequences
• And the same proportion of decisions other people make affect us

• Example
•
•
•
•

John and Jane want to watch a movie.
John likes documentaries and hates crime shows.
Jane likes crime shows and hates documentaries.
Choosing either will make one person happy the other unhappy

• How do we decide? One popular way: Discussion and Compromise

• At least one person must adjust her/his desires, creating potential for conflict

• And what is the most popular means of discussion and compromise?
• Hold a meeting!

What can go wrong in group decision making?
• All decision-making groups face at least two problems

• Principal problem(s): problem(s) the group was created to solve
• Process problem(s): problem(s) of maintaining the group until the primary
problems are solved

• Most common sources of process problems?
• Interpersonal conflicts: 2+ heads often disagree

• Means and ends of solving problems vary among people
• Increasing chances of conflicts of beliefs, values and decision processes

• Insufficient time/attention to resolve the conflicts
• Tired of talking: fatigue, boredom, other obligations

• Red flags fly when groups spend more time/attention to process
problems than solving principal problems

• “It wasn’t my first choice, but Frank wanted it, and after four hours of debate,
I no longer cared.”

A sample of dysfunctions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disagreement (conflict) avoidance
Uncompromising, combative group members
Showboating, pissing contests, and attention capturing
Interruptions and confusion
Intrusion of personal anecdotes and discussion drift
Factions: us versus them
Grudges and revenge
Vested interests and hidden agendas
Double standards
Distrust
Passivity, and passive-aggressive behaviour

If conflict leads to bad decisions, does the absence of conflict lead to
good decision making?
The dangers of groupthink

What is groupthink?
• A term employed by Irving Janis (1972) to describe the consequences of group members
focusing too much of their attention on group cohesion at the expense of dissent
• Avoiding interpersonal conflict
• Retaining membership in the group
• Conforming to group leader’s wishes

• It is often promoted by powerful group leaders who confuse disagreement with dissent
•
•
•
•
•

“I am the leader of this group”
”I believe I make good decisions”
“So anyone who disagrees with me must not be making good decisions”
”I do not want bad decision makers in my group”
“Therefore I will silence or eliminate them”

• Leads to silencing or elimination of people who suggest alternatives
• Leaving a homogeneous group of like-minded members, all seeking the leaders favour
• Becoming more fanatical when ingroup is questioned

Some consequences of groupthink
• Strong ingroup-outgroup stereotypes: “Us versus Them”

• We are right because God is on our side, so dissenters must be wrong and sinful
(illusion of invulnerability, leading to risky shifts)
• We are right because we have more information than they do
• We know we are right because we all agree (consensual validation)
• We defend our errors with rationalizations or scapegoats

• Ignoring or dismissing information contrary to group beliefs
• Examples
•
•
•
•
•

Bay of Pigs fiasco
Thalidomide
Phoenix pay system?
Escalation of Vietnam war
Inner circle of a certain President south of us

What would Henry Martyn do?
Rules of the game:

Henry Martyn Robert, 1837 - 1923
• Brigadier General in US Army corps of engineers
• Inspired by his failure to lead a Baptist church meeting to
gather rules for holding meetings

• "One can scarcely have had much experience in deliberative
meetings of Christians without realizing that the best of men,
having wills of their own, are liable to attempt to carry out their
own views without paying sufficient respect to the rights of
their opponents."

• February 1875: a self-published, 16-page Pocket manual
of rules of order for deliberative assemblies
• 1876, published as 167-page Robert s Rules of Order
• Latest (11th) edition – 816 pages

• Now the foundation of most meetings in organizations
• In pubic domain: http://www.robertsrules.com

What is good about Robert’s Rules
• A set of widely accepted prescriptions for conducting discussions
about decisions to be made
• A “For Dummies” guide to British Parliamentary Procedure
• https://www.parliament.uk/about/how/role/customs/
• For Canada’s Procedures, see
https://www.ourcommons.ca/About/Compendium/TableOfContents-e.htm

• Emphasizes ”procedural justice”, especially rights of minorities to
have their say
• Orders/organizes discussion and debate to reduce chances of
interruptions, escalating conflict, shouting matches, fist fights, etc.
• Gets the job done, often on time

What is not-so good about Robert’s Rules?
• They force groups to consider only one alternative (= a motion or an
amendment) at a time: A “take-it-or-leave-it” heuristic
• Generally leads to worse decisions than do rules allowing multiple
comparisons.
• Requires people to adjust away from their ideal by lowering standards

• Examples:
• Choosing an apartment in Vancouver (seller’s market)
• Wanted (ideal): clean, 3-bedroom, 3-bath, new high-rise, view of West Vancouver, safe
area, utilities and wi-fi included, pets allowed, close to shopping malls and Stanley Park,
less than $800 per month

• Choosing a life partner
• Distributing tax revenue among several projects when total money needed
exceeds total revenue

Enter fate
• Late 1980s, I received a Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council grant (SSHRC; $350,000 annual budget) to compare
alternatives to Robert s Rules in laboratory and and real-world
decision tasks
• The project was unexpectedly modified when the president of
SSHRC asked me to study the committees that decide which
research grant proposals are funded
• A decade later I did similar research for the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research (CIHR; $1 billion annual budget)

SSHRC & CIHR
• Each year, Canadian research funding agencies gather peer review
committees to vet grant proposals, assessing them for merit

• SSHRC committees include: psychology, sociology, history, geography, English,
French, economics. 50% success rate
• CIHR committees include: cancer, heart, HIV-AIDS, nursing, public health. 50%
success rate

• Circa 1990: Barbara Carroll and I sat in on about 12 SSHRC
committees watching their rules and dynamics
• 1993: Barbara then did similar work for Canada Council
• 2001-2002, 2008-9: I did similar work for CIHR

• Our goal: To improve the fairness of adjudication process
• procedural fairness
• distributive fairness

Some observations about SSHRC and CIHR ajudications
• Everyone sincerely interested in doing a good job
• Staff are very professional and helpful
• But …
•
•

Two day, 12-hour time constraints to discuss 25-75 grant proposals
Criteria strive to be general by making them vague: “scientific
rigour”, “methodological innovation”, “usefulness of findings”,
“track record” etc.
•

•

Leading to long discussions about how to evaluate

Each proposal assessed by two of the 6-8 peer reviewers
•
•

Tom and Mary assess proposals A-D; Flora and Sam, proposals E=J; etc.
Reviewers often disagreed (correlation of judgments: r = 0.5)

What rules of order were used?
• SSHRC: The three-pile heuristic
• How it works
• What it does
• What biases did it emphasize?

• CIHR: The rate-talk-rate heuristic

• How it works
• Effects of committees competing for leftover funds
• What biases did it emphasize?

• Should the judgments be aggregated without discussion?
• Online adjudication and reduction of “conservative shift”
• Status and politics of peer review ad the “right to meet”

Lessons learned
• The potential advantages of group decision making over individual decision
making can only be realized when
• Members have something to contribute to discussions
• They follow rules of order for group discussions
• There is general agreement on the problems to be solved (the ends), allowing
disagreements about the means
• The group stays in topic, focusses on the principal task, not the process
• There is enough time for good discussion, but not so much to induce fatigue
• The group leader encourages alterative was of thinking
• Group members respect and trust each other
• Etc.

• So many variables!

• Which is why well-functioning groups are rare
• And why good group leadership and membership are forms of art

